Take Charge AZ Pilot for Multifamily Communities
Provide additional value to your residents by offering EV chargers. Charging options for renters are
typically to plug-in at work if there are chargers on site or leave their vehicle at a public charging
location. Having chargers at your community will encourage the purchase of EVs and can be presented
as an added benefit when it’s time to renew an agreement. They will also make your community more
appealing to future residents who either have an EV or plan to purchase one.
Communities selected for this pilot will receive the infrastructure necessary to charge up to four EVs at
one time. At no cost to the customer, we will:


Purchase the charging stations – two stations with two plugs each



Install the electrical cable and other equipment necessary to provide power to the charging
station



Establish service and create a dedicated APS account for tracking and billing the energy used
by the chargers



Perform routine equipment checks and quickly respond to any issues



Help educate residents on the benefits of charging EVs during the middle of the day

This pilot is designed to improve the accessibility to charging stations, but does not provide free
charging. Communities selected will be responsible for the energy costs associated with residents
charging their vehicles.

Who Qualifies
There are a limited number of free chargers available through this pilot. Applications will be reviewed
to determine which communities have the greatest potential to support residents’ needs and will
contribute to a broader EV charging network in Arizona; therefore, communities that already have
chargers will not be considered.
Ideal candidates for this pilot are communities where:


There is enough space to physically accommodate the chargers



Residents have EVs or have expressed interest in owning EVs



Vehicles are parked for extended periods during the middle of the day so that the chargers can
be powered by Arizona’s abundant solar energy

Have Questions?
For additional information on EVs, email takechargeaz@aps.com or call our Customer
Technology Support Team at 855-202-8341.

